Dean expects decisions on coed living groups
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"we'd be that not all entries could be accepted," said with few women, he said. Several women are willing to predict the outcome of present efforts to achieve coedness. Flanagan commented, "We shouldn't be premature. What the perception of the various things that we hear them from." For Chi Phi, Parker said, "everything hinges on an alumni vote later this month." Wheelley said, "the key is how many young women are going to be available to move to coed living groups." Browning, noting the likelihood that only one dorm will be able to go coed, concluded, "it's not going to be easy to decide."

Center and Walker to different student activities. According to Kozinetz, an effort is being made to compile a "consensus from the students on what types of activities should be given space. The ASA is also working on a "super institute calendar" which would help cut down on schedule conflicts between major activities and events, said Kozinetz.

Other ASA officers are Rich Winter '75, Administrative Vice-President, Gail Rubin '76, Projects Vice-President, Jean Hunter '76, Membership Vice-President, Ken McCray '77, Secretary. Other new ASA officers are Bruce Lacy '75, Treasurer, Forrest Kratter '76, Secretary, Jim Milholland '76, Fraternal member at large, and Jeff Schweiger '75, Class B Representative.